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Abstract
This work deals with logical formalization and problem solving using automated solvers.
We present the automatic translator TouIST that provides a simple language to generate
logical formulas from a problem description. Our tool allows us to model many static or
dynamic combinatorial problems. All this can be very helpful as a teaching support for
logics and discrete mathematics. Users will benefit from the regular improvements of
SAT, QBF or SMT solvers in order to solve concrete logical and combinatorial problems
efficiently, e.g., different classes of planning tasks in Artificial Intelligence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Every university teacher teaching logic or discrete mathematics to undergraduates would
probably appreciate a good user-friendly programwith simple interface thatmay be used during
the lectures for simple (but not too simple) demos and explanations. For example, tape some semi-
formal text such as “not a or b and c” on the keyboard, then display it using projector or zoom
on the screen together with the formula ¬a∨b∧c and in a few seconds show its truth table. Or,
another example, define and display the graph of the membership relation ∈⊆ X ×2X for some
finite set X .

All this is easily done with TouIST, as well as many others more advanced examples. On the
one hand, the tool can be used by researchers for various tasks involving propositional calculus
ranging from computation of models to computation of logical encodings of problems, for exam-
ple of symbolic AI problems such as planning tasks. On the other hand, TouIST is a pedagogical
tool to show the power of propositional logic to studentswho have been trained a couple of hours
to formalize sentences in logic and who have acquired basic notions of validity and satisfiability:
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it allows them to automatically solve some combinatorial puzzles. Simplicity of logical encoding
(e.g., indexed propositional variables like pi , j may be used to represent predicates over finite
domain) permits also to use TouIST to illustrate many algebraic and combinatorial notions and
even doing some higher order logic and dependent types in finite case.

2. TouIST: AN OUTLINE

TouIST offers a high-level friendly language for logically modeling various problems in a
very compact way using solvers. It consists of: a graphical interface allowing interactive input
of the target model; a translation module (compiler) from the input language of TouIST into a
language directly understandable by different solvers; a module for viewing models calculated
by the solvers. This flexible design permits to use TouIST with different solvers including those
that admit, for example, extended resolution or Frege proof systems [1].

Currently, TouIST can call on three different types of solvers: SAT solvers (propositional logic
or logic of predicates on finite domain), QBF (authorizing quantification on propositional formu-
las), SMT (SAT Modulo Theories, for the treatment of problems involving numeric calculus on
integer or rational numbers). The goal of the platform is to allow the user to concentrate on the
modeling of a given problem without worrying about the technical details related to the use of
solvers: linear space translation of formulas into prenex and conjunctive normal form using ex-
tension rules [2], then translation into language DIMACS, QDIMACS or SMT-LIB depending on
the selected solver (languages used as standard as input to solvers but not very easy to handle
directly). Beyond the Boolean connectives of propositional logic, the input language of TouIST
has sets, conjunctions and disjunctions parametrized by sets, abbreviations. . .We can directly
express complex propositional formulas such as:∧

i∈{1..N }

∨
X∈S(i )

∧
n∈X

∧
m∈Y|m,n

(pi ,X ,n ⇒¬pi ,X ,m)

where we can define the variable N as a particular integer, the S(i ) as sets of sets of symbols for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, andY as a set of symbols. For example, if N = 2, S(1) = {{blue,red}, {red}}, S(2) =
{{red}, {blue}, {white,blue,red}}, and Y = {white,red}, we write in the TouIST input language:

$N = 2
$S(1) = [[blue, red], [red]]
$S(2) = [[red], [blue], [white, blue, red]]
$Y = [white, red]
bigand $i in [1..$N]:
bigor $X in $S($i):
bigand $n in $X:
bigand $m in $Y when $m!=$n:
p($i,$X,$n) => not p($i,$X,$m)

end
end

end
end

We can also use multiple binding of indexes as in
∧

i∈A, j∈B and rich computations on indexes as
well as on domain sets as in

∧
i∈(A∪(B∩C )), expressed in the TouIST input language as:

bigand $i,$j in $A,$B:
...

end
bigand $i in $A union ($B inter $C):
...

end
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Onemay remember that
∧

and
∨

represent also universal quantifier∀ and existential quan-
tifier ∃ over finite sets of indexes.

Running the solver only consists in clicking a button and the tool displays the models suc-
cessively computed by the solvers in the syntax of the input formula. Literals of interest can be
filtered by regular expressions. Moreover, TouIST can also be used entirely from the command
line and/or batchmodus for interfacingwith intelligent agent architectures capable of reasoning
and planning actions: typically for example, checking the validity of an argument, determining
the executable actions, checking that a plan is valid or even calculate a complete plan of actions
to satisfy a goal, etc.

TouIST is publicly available for download from the following site: https://www.irit.fr/TouIST/
In the sequel, we introduce features of TouIST for propositional and higher-order logics, and

then several examples of static and dynamic reasoning that will serve to demonstrate our tool.

3. PROPOSITIONAL AND HIGHER-ORDER LOGICS IN TouIST

3.1. Basic features for propositional logic

First, we present how to use TouIST to easily verify essential properties of logical formulas,
such as satisfiability, validity or logical consequence. Checking the satisfiability of a set of formu-
las is reduced to determining the existence of a model satisfying each formula from the set. In
TouIST, a set of formulas is materialized by newlines. So, to verify that the set {coffee∨ tea,¬tea}
is satisfiable, we simply write:

coffee or tea
not tea

If we wanted to check the validity of the previous formula, we would have to iterate through
the models one by one and verify that the set of models is equal to the set of possible valuations
for that formula. For this formula, there are only three propositional variables, that is 23 = 8 valu-
ations, so the task is still possible. But as soon as the formula containsmore variables, we proceed
indirectly by refutation. Thus, the formula is valid if and only if its negation is unsatisfiable.

Concretely, the validity test makes it possible for example to verify that a reasoning is for-
mally valid (but this does not exclude the possibility of false premises or conclusions). For exam-
ple :

r ai n ∧ (r ai n ⇒ wetRoad)∧ (wetRoad ⇒ d ang er ) ⇒ d ang er

In TouIST, proving the validity of such a formula by testing the unsatisfiability of its negation
gives:

not (rain and (rain => wetRoad)
and (wetRoad => danger) => danger)

Suppose now that H = {H1, . . . , Hn} is a set of n assumptions (logical formulas) and C a
formula. Again, it would be tedious to verify that C is true for all models of H . Here again we
proceed indirectly by using the property: H |=C if and only if H ∪ {¬C } is unsatisfiable. in other
words, to check if H |= C , we will test if the formulas H1, H2, . . . , Hn , ¬C taken all together are
satisfiable. If this is not the case we can conclude that H |=C . If this is the case, we will have at
least one counter-model which will tell us in which situation we have the true assumptions and
the false conclusion.
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For example, suppose we have the following set H of rules and facts:

H1. If the patient has measles, he or she has fever.
H2. If the patient has hepatitis, but not measles, he or she has a yellow complexion.
H3. If the patient has fever or a yellow complexion, he or she has hepatitis or measles.
H4. The patient does not have a yellow complexion.
H5. The patient has fever.

We want to verify that H |= measles. For that, we can verify that in all models of H , the
variable measles (corresponding to “the patient has measles”) is true. But it is much more easier
with TouIST to verify that the following set of formulas is unsatisfiable:

measles => fever
hepatitis and (not measles) => yellowcomplexion
fever or yellowcomplexion => hepatitis or measles
not yellowcomplexion
fever
not measles

3.2. Higher-Order Logics and Dependent Quantifiers over Finite Sets

Predicates over a finite set X may be encoded using indexation by subsets of X . For example,
for unary predicates on the set {1, ...,3} one may define:

$N = 3
$Y = powerset([1..$N])
bigand $j in $Y:
(p($j)<=> (bigand $i in $j: q($i) end) and
(bigand $i in $j when (not ($i in $j)): not q($i) end))

end

That will produce the formula ∧
j∈Y

(p j ⇐⇒ ∧
i∈ j

qi ∧
∧
i∉ j

¬qi ).

It says that p j is true exactly on elements of j ⊂ [1..N ]. Using such definition of variables for
predicates one may express the formulas of second order logic, e.g. the constant F al se can be
represented by

∧
j∈Y p j (that corresponds to ∀P.P ).

Iterating the powerset construction we may represent formulas of higher order logics over
finite sets.

E.g., using already defined variables one may consider the formula

bigand $i in [1...$N]:
bigor $j in $Y when $i in $j:
p($j)
end
end

Notice that j depends on i , dropping the condition that i belongs to j another (non-
equivalent) formula will be obtained.

Also, to the previous definition one may add one more “level”:

$Z = powerset($Y)
bigand $k in $Z when $k!=[]:
(s($k)<=> (bigor $j in $k: p($j) end)

end
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That is, the indexes k are the families of subsets of X (empty family is excluded) and s are defined
as disjunctions of p over subsets j ∈ k .

These examples and the examples of section 2 show how to obtain dependent types S(i ).
Respectively,

∧
and

∨
with appropriate dependencies between indexeswill represent dependent

∀ and ∃ over finite sets.
Applications may be quite unexpected. As one of less evident let us mention modern linguis-

tics. In [3] some applications of dependent types to linguistic analysis are considered. In particu-
lar, dependencies between linguistic quantifiers (such as “all”, “some”, “no one”) may influence
the order of words in phrases of natural language or their meaning interpretation. Finite mod-
els (supported by TouIST) are usually sufficient there and TouIST may be used for illustrative
purposes or as a tool of analysis.

4. STATIC REASONING WITH TouIST

4.1. Solving Puzzles with SAT

TouIST allows us to encode and solve static generalized games such as the well known Su-
doku for a N ×N grid (composed by N regions, i.e. grids of size R×R with N = R2). For example,
to express that each cell must have at least one value we write the formula:∧

i∈[1..N ]

∧
j∈[1..N ]

∨
k∈[1..N ]

p(i , j ,k)

where p(i , j ,k) means that cell (i , j ) has value k .
This formula is expressed in the TouIST input language as:

bigand $i,$j in [1..$N],[1..$N]:
bigor $k in [1..$N]:
p($i,$j,$k)

end
end

Then we can express the fact that a cell has exactly one value by adding that each cell must
have at most one value:

bigand $i in [1..$N]:
bigand $j in [1..$N]:
bigand $k1 in $L:

bigand $k2 in $L$ when $k1!=$k2:
not p($i,$j,$k1) or not p($i,$j,$k2)

end end end end

Two very similar rules can be added to impose that each value is present at most once in
each row or column. Finally, a last rule constraints that each value is present at most once in
each region of the grid:

bigand $ir in [0..$R-1]:
bigand $jr in [0..$R-1]:
bigand $ic1 in [1..$R]:

bigand $jc1 in [1..$R]:
bigand $ic2 in [1..$R]:
bigand $jc2 in [1..$R] when $ic1!=$ic2 or $jc1!=$jc2:
bigand $k in $L:
not p($R*$ir+$ic1,$R*$jr+$jc1,$k) or not p($R*$ir+$ic2,$R*$jr+$jc2,$k)

end end end end end end end
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It also allows us to solve well-known puzzles and games involving epistemic deductive rea-
soning, given existing polynomial embeddings of fragments of epistemic logic into propositional
logic. This includes “Guess Who?” and the muddy children puzzle [4].

4.2. Solving Puzzles with SMT

In a similar way to Sudoku, the Binario (binary game) consists in filling a grid by deduction
with only 0s and 1s. It is possible to model it in propositional logic, but to obtain a more compact
encoding one can use SMT (SAT Modulo Theories) with atoms of QF-LIA (linear arithmetic on
integers).1

In particular we can encode the rule “each row and column must contain as many 0s as 1s”
by

NR∧
i=1

(
NC∑
j=1

xi , j = NC

2

)
∧

NC∧
j=1

(
NR∑
i=1

xi , j = NR

2

)
where NR is the number of rows of the grid and NC is the number of columns.

Another rule is that “there is nomore than two of either number adjacent to each other”, and
is expressed by

NR∧
i=1

NC−2∧
j=1

((
2∨

k=0
(xi , j+k , 0)

)
∧

(
2∨

k=0
(xi , j+k , 1)

))
NC∧
j=1

NR−2∧
i=1

((
2∨

k=0
(xi+k, j , 0)

)
∧

(
2∨

k=0
(xi+k, j , 1)

))

bigand $i,$j in [1..$NR-2],[1..$NC]:
x($i,$j)!=x($i+1,$j) or x($i+1,$j)!=x($i+2,$j)

end
bigand $i,$j in [1..$NR],[1..$NC-2]:
x($j,$i)!=x($j,$i+1) or x($j,$i+1)!=x($j,$i+2)

end

And finally, there can be no identical rows or columns: NR∧
i1=1

NR∧
i2=1
i1,i2

NC∨
j=1

(xi1, j , xi2, j )

∧

 NC∧
j1=1

NC∧
j2=1
j1, j2

NR∨
i=1

(xi , j1 , xi , j2 )


bigand $i,$j in $N,$N when $i!=$j:

bigor $k in $N:
(x($i,$k)!=x($j,$k))

end
and
bigor $k in $N:
(x($k,$i)!=x($k,$j))

end
end

1 The theories QF-IDL, QF-RDL (difference logic on integers/rationals) and QF-RDL (linear arithmetic on rationals)
are also available in TouIST.
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4.3. Applications to Algebra

Since indexed propositional variables in TouIST may be routinely used to represent pred-
icates over finite sets, it is convenient to use predicates to represent algebraic operations and
express their properties via

∧
and

∨
. For exemple, xi , j ,k may represent i × j = k for some binary

operation × : X ×X → X on a finite set X . Then the formula∧
i∈X

∧
j∈X

∧
k∈X

xi , j ,k ⇒ x j ,i ,k

will represent commutativity of ×. Associativity of × will be expressed by∧
i∈X

∧
j∈X

∧
k∈X

∧
l∈X

∧
m∈X

∧
n∈X

(xi , j ,k ∧x j ,l ,m ∧xk,l ,n ⇒ xi ,m,n).

The formulas ∧
i∈X

∧
j∈X

∨
k∈X

xi , j ,k

and ∧
i∈X

∧
j∈X

∧
k∈X

∧
l∈X l,k

(xi , j ,k ⇒¬xi , j ,l )

express the fact that × is defined for all i , j and has unique value k . They may be easily written
using TouIST.

TouIST is sufficiently powerful to produce all such operations × for the sets X that are large
enough for teaching purposes. Each operation will be displayed as a line in the truth table. More-
over, TouIST may be used to verify quickly simple equalities modulo theory, associativity and
commutativity in this example.

5. DYNAMIC REASONING WITH TouIST

5.1. Simulating a 2-players game

The principle of the Nim’s game is as follows: we have at the start a non-zero number NM
of matches and a number NP of players can take 1 or more match(es). The player who loses is
the one who, first, can no longer take a match.2 The number of possible turns of play is at most
equal to that of matches (at least, each player takes only one match at each turn). Thus, the set of
indices of the possible turns is T = {0, . . . ,NM} where 0 is the index of the initial state. Likewise,
the set of possible numbers of matches still available is M = {0,1, . . . ,NM}.

5.1.1. Logical description of Nim’s game

In order to simplify the language used as much as possible, we are modeling here a variant
where NM = 4 and NP = 2. The players are denoted by 0 and 1 and it is 0’s turn to play on turn
t if turn_of _0(t) is true (considering that if it is not the turn of 0 then it is that of 1). Moreover,
left(t ,n) is true iff on turn t there are n matches remaining.

2 There are different variations of this game, in particular by varying the numbers of matches and players, but
also by varying the possible actions or by introducing constraints (for example, one cannot take the same number of
matches as the previous player).
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Thus, the initial state of the game is as follows:

left(0,NM)∧ turn_of _0(0) (5.1)

meaning that in turn 0 there is still NM matches available and that it is 0’s turn to play.

In the version presented here of the Nim’s game, we also limit the number of possible actions
to two: a player can take either 1 match, or 2 matches. Thus, takes_2(t) is true iff a player takes
2 matches on turn t (considering that takes_2(t ) is false iff she takes only one).

So:

∧
t∈T

n∈M
n≥2

((
left(t ,n)∧ takes_2(t ) ⇒ left(t +1,n −2)

)
∧

(
left(t ,n)∧¬takes_2(t ) ⇒ left(t +1,n −1)

))

(5.2)

captures the fact that if on turn t there are at least 2 matches left and a player takes 2 then in
the next turn 2 less remains, and if she takes only one then on the next round there is 1 less.

On the other hand, if in turn t there is exactly 1 match left, then necessarily the player will
take 1 and there will be 0 left in the following turn:∧

t∈T

(
left(t ,1) ⇒¬takes_2(t )∧ left(t +1,0)

)
(5.3)

Our model then specifies that:∧
t∈T

∨
n∈M

left(t ,n) (5.4)∧
t∈T

n1,n2∈M
n1,n2

(
left(t ,n1) ⇒¬left(t ,n2)

)
(5.5)

The first formula states that on each turn t there is at least one number n of matches
remaining, and the second that this number is unique.

We must now define when a player has lost:

0_lost ⇔ ∨
t∈T
t>0

(
turn_of _0(t )∧ left(t ,0)

)
(5.6)

means that player 0 has lost iff there is a turn t where there are 0 matches remaining when on
the previous turn there was at least one.

Finally, at each turn t , it is not for the player 0 to play iff it is for her to play the following
turn: ∧

t∈T \{NM}

(
¬turn_of _0(t ) ⇔ turn_of _0(t +1)

)
(5.7)
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5.1.2. Finding a Winning Strategy

The language of QBF allows us to express naturally and concisely the existence of winning
strategies as described in [5]. The moves of player 0 (for whom we are searching for a winning
strategy) will be existentially quantified while those of his opponent will be universally quanti-
fied: we look for the moves of player 0 which will lead him to victory regardless of the moves
made by player 1. TouIST natively integrates the QBF solver Quantor 3.2 [6] and can be inter-
faced with other solvers supporting the QDIMACS format. Selecting this prover in TouIST allows
us to use quantifiers ∀ and ∃ on propositional variables.

4

2 3

0 1 1 2

0 0 0 1

0

Figure 1. Solutions for Nim’s game with 4 matches and 2 players. The winning strategy for player 0 is in
red

Figure 1 shows the exhaustive set of solutions in a Nim’s game with four matches. The root
of the tree represents the initial number of matches and each arrow represents the action of
removing 1 ( ) or 2 ( ) matches. We see that there is a winning strategy for player 0
if she starts. We are leveraging QBF to write this strategy in TouIST. The variable takes_2(i ) is
true if the current player takes 2 matches at step i and is false if she takes only one. If we denote
by Φ the conjunction of formulas representing the rules of Nim’s game then the existence of a
winning strategy for player 0 is simply written:

∃takes_2(0)∀takes_2(1)

∃takes_2(2)∀takes_2(3)

∃takes_2(4) . (¬0_lost ∧Φ)

In words, we seek to satisfy the fact that there is an action of player 0 on turn 0 such that
whatever the action of player 1 on turn 1, there exists an action of player 0 in turn 2, such that
for any action of player 1 on the turn 3 there is an action of player 0 (who will therefore be the
last to play) such that player 0 does not lose and that the constraints inherent in the Nim’s game
be satisfied.

The implementation of this formula in TouIST indicates that it is true, which means the exis-
tence of a winning strategy for the player 0. The solver returns the value of existential variables
(here only one) corresponding to the next move of player 0. At this stage, the opposing player
must provide his move which fixes the value of the universal variables corresponding to her
possible next moves. The modified program is then executed again as follows (so as to take into
account the calculation of the valuation of takes_2(0)):

∃takes_2(0)∃takes_2(1)

∃takes_2(2)∀takes_2(3)

∃takes_2(4) . ¬0_lost ∧ c0 ∧ c1 ∧Φ
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where c0 is either takes_2(0) or¬takes_2(0) depending on the move of player 0, and similarly for
c1 depending on the move chosen by the opponent. The situation after these two moves is the
new initial situation for the solver and the search for the player’s next move 0 . . .until she wins!
This process is repeated until all the variables have received a value.

5.2. TouIST for planning as satisfiability

5.2.1. Solving Classical Planning Tasks

A planning task can be transformed into a propositional formula whose models correspond
to solution plans (i.e., sequences or steps of actions starting from an initial state and leading to
a goal). These models can be found using a SAT solver [7]. Numerous improvements of this ap-
proach have been proposed via the development of more compact and efficient encodings. We
here illustrate the expressive power of the TouIST language by encoding of explanatory frame-
axioms. If a fact is false at step i−1 of a solution plan and becomes true at step i then the dis-
junction of actions that can establish the fact (i.e. it is a positive effect of such an action) at step i
of the plan is true. Indeed, at least one of the actions that can establish the fact must have been
applied. ∧

i∈{1..Pl anLeng th}

∧
f ∈Facts

(
(¬ f (i−1)∧ f (i )) ⇒ ∨

a∈Actions| f ∈Effects+(a)

a(i )

)
bigand $i in [1..$PlanLength]:
bigand $f in $Facts:
not $f($i-1) and $f($i) =>
bigor $a in $Actions when $f in $Effects_pos($a):
$a($i)

end
end

end

Much more compact QBF encodings have also been developed.

5.2.2. Solving Conformant/Temporal Planning Tasks

Beyond classic planning, TouIST allows us to encode and solve conformant planning tasks
with QBF [8]. It can also be used to solve temporal planning tasks involving durative actions,
exogenous events and temporally extended goals with SMT encodings [9, 10]. We here focus
on the SMT encoding rules proposed in [11]. Below we give an encoding of temporal mutual
exclusion of actions. If two actions a1 and a2, respectively producing a fact f (i.e. f is a positive
effect of a1) and its negation ¬ f (i.e. f is a negative effect of a2), are active in the plan, then the
time interval [τ+start(a1, f ),τ+end(a1, f )] corresponding to the activation of f by a1 and the time
interval [τ−start(a2, f ),τ−end(a2, f )] corresponding to the activation of ¬ f by a2 are disjoint.∧

a1∈Acti ons

∧
a2∈Acti ons

∧
f ∈F act s| f ∈Effects+(a1)∩Effects−(a2)(

(a1 ∧a2) ⇒
( (

τ−end(a2, f ) < τ+start(a1, f )
)

∨(
τ+end(a1, f ) < τ−start(a2, f )

)))
bigand $a1,$a2,$f in $Actions,$Actions,$Facts
when $f in $Effects_pos($a1)and $f in $Effects_neg($a2):

$a1 and $a2 =>
(t_end_del($a2,$f) < t_start_add($a1,$f))
or (t_end_add($a1,$f) < t_start_del($a2,$f))

end
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5.2.3. TouISTPlan Module

In order to tune and compare different logical encodings of planning tasks we have imple-
mented the TouISTPlan module which automatically solves planning tasks with TouIST. For
example, thanks to this module we compared the performance of different QBF encodings for
reference planning problems from different International Planning Competitions (IPC) [12]. We
were able to show that our new encodings are two times more efficient in terms of resolution
time.

6. CONCLUSION

We have developed TouIST to offer a friendly language together with a modular tool that
makes it easier to use SAT, SMT and QBF solvers. Indeed, TouIST can be seen as a compiler from
extended and high-level logical languages to efficient independent solvers. These two sides give
it great ease of use, a wide application spectrum and good computational performance. As such,
it constitutes a completely original and unique tool of its kind.

We use it as part of the introductory course to logic of bachelor ofmathematics and computer
science, but also for themaster’s degree, as part of practical work and projects. Students are thus
called upon to go through the entire process, from formalization to problem solving that goes far
beyond toy problems that can be solved by hand.

But even more, TouIST is already used by researchers in the context of work carried out
in our laboratory and involving logical modeling (planning, epistemic reasoning via translation
into QBF, . . . ), it fills a lack existing in formal calculation software such asMaple, SageMath,Math-
ematica or Maxima which only anecdotally integrate logical tools.

In fact, TouISTmay be useful in all research domains where finite modeling is relevant.
Its flexible and open structure will permit to use it in frontline research projects concerning,

for example, extended resolution and its applications [1].
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Аннотация

В работе рассматриваются вопросы логической формализации и решения задач
с использованием автоматических систем проверки выполнимости. Предлагается
автоматический транслятор TouIST, который позволяет генерировать логические
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формулы на основе простого полуформального описания проблемы. С его помощью
оказывается возможным моделировать множество статических и динамических ком-
бинаторных задач. Подчеркивается полезность системы в качестве вспомогательного
средства для сопровождения курса логики и дискретной математики. Дополнитель-
ную выгоду пользователи смогут извлечь благодаря постоянному совершенствова-
нию SAT, QBF и SMT-систем проверки выполнимости применительно к эффективному
решению конкретных логических и комбинаторных проблем, таких, как планирова-
ние задач в области искусственного интеллекта.
Ключевые слова: системы проверки выполнимости, логика высказываний, логики
высших порядков, дискретная математика, удобный пользовательский интерфейс.
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